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Our work is focused to the study of magnetization reversal processes in synthetic antiferromagnets based on 

two perpendicularly magnetized CoFeB layers of different widths separated by non-magnetic Ta interlayer. 

Magnetic hysteresis loops at three temperatures corresponding to three different modes of magnetization switching 

are presented in the fig.1. The full map (T-H phase diagram) of the different states and switching between them 

for studied system is shown in the fig.2. The sequence of magnetization reversals of the magnetic layers in this 

trilayer structure is temperature dependent. In high-temperature mode (150 – 300 K) magnetization reversals are 

governed by dipole-dipole interaction magnetic layers [1]. Three transitions were resolved: magnetization flop of 

thin layer magnetization (M1 → M2 transition) at H = 200 Oe, flip-flop transition of thick and thin layers, both, 

at H = ± HC (M2 → M3 transition), and flop transition of thin layer at H = - 200 Oe (M3 → M4 transition). 

Fig. 1. Magnetic hysteresis loops at 300 K (a), 100 K (b) and 2 K (c). 

Long and short arrows correspond to thick and thin layers magnetizations, respectively. 

In low temperature mode (2 – 80 K) exchange interlayer coupling dominates dipole-dipole interaction between 

magnetic [2] layers and the sequence of magnetization switching is governed by magnetic anisotropy of the layers. 

The sequence contains only two transitions correspondent to independent flop transitions of the thin and thick 

layers. At the intermediate (80 – 150 K) temperature range the hysteresis loop is most complicated. Competition 

between dipole-dipole interaction, interlayer exchange coupling and anisotropy of the layers results in the shift 

of magnetization states M2 and M3 and results in a butterfly shape of the hysteresis loop.
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Fig. 2. Phase diagram of different magnetization states existence in the CoFeB/Ta/CoFeB trilayer 

in H-T space. Denotations M1, M2 etc correspond to areas of existence of a single possible state independently 

on thermal and magnetic prehistory, the denotations M1 or M2; M2, M3, M4 etc correspondent to possibility to 

observe several different states dependently on thermal and magnetic prehistory.
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